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ABSTRACT
We have estimated the ages of eight latetype Vegalike stars by using standard age dating
methods for single latetype stars, e.g., loation on the olor magnitude diagram, Li 6708 Å
absorption, CaII H&K emission, Xray luminosity, and stellar kinemati population. With the
exeption of the very unusual pre-main sequene star system HD 98800, all the latetype Vega-like
stars are the same age as the Hyades luster (600800 Myr) or older.
Subjet headings: planetary system  stars: ativity  stars: latetype
1. Introdution
Vegalike stars are stars with IR exess emis-
sion due to optially thin dust disks with little
or no gas (Bakman & Parese 1993; Lagrange
et al. 2000). It is important to know the ages of
Vegalike stars beause they may provide ruial
information about extrasolar planetary systems.
Given the existene of a omplete, uxlimited
IR survey and a 100% suess rate for identifying
stars with IR exesses due to irumstellar disks,
then if all identied Vegalike stars were young,
one ould onlude that the timesale for the disks
to go away is short. Furthermore, if the fra-
tion of the number of Vegalike stars to the total
number of stars (NV /NT ) is similar to the fra-
tion of the average ages of Vegalike stars to the
average ages of milky way disk stars (TV /Tmw),
then one ould also onlude that most stars are
born with suh disks. Hene, if suh Vega disks are
signposts of planet formation, then one ould infer
that most stars have planetary systems. On the
other hand, if Vegalike stars have a wide range
of ages and NV /NT ≪ TV /Tmw, then one ould
plausibly onlude that disk formation  and hene
possibly planet formation  is not a ommon pro-
ess, at least at the level of sensitivity of the IR
survey used to identify the Vegalike stars.
There have been many eorts to determine
the ages of Vegalike stars. Bakman & Parese
(1993) estimated the age of β Pitoris as 100 Myr
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whereas Jura et al. (1993) laimed that β Pitoris
is extremely young, ∼ 2 − 3 Myr. They inter-
preted the same data in opposite ways, the lat-
ter group laiming that β Pitoris is approah-
ing the zero age main sequene (ZAMS) and the
former group believing that β Pitoris is an old
main sequene (MS) star. More reent studies of
β Pitoris support its young age (Jura et al. 1998;
Barrado y Navasués et al. 1999). Another on-
spiuous Vega-like star, HR 4796A, is believed to
be even younger than β Pitoris (Jura et al. 1993;
Stauer et al. 1995) while Fomalhaut and Vega are
estimated to be muh older, ∼ 200Myr (Bakman
& Parese 1993; Barrado y Navasués et al. 1997;
Barrado y Navasués 1998).
In order to inrease the number of age esti-
mates of Vegalike stars, we have ompiled a list
of 361 Vegalike stars from the literature and have
searhed for latetype binary ompanions in order
to follow the tehniques of Stauer et al. (1995),
who determined the age of HR 4796A by using
the properties of its latetype ompanion star HR
4796B. The omplete results of our survey an be
found in Song (2000). However, there are eight
latetype Vegalike stars in our list for whih we
an estimate ages diretly by using standard age
dating methods for single latetype stars, meth-
ods suh as their loation on the CMD, Li 6708Å
absorption, Xray luminosity, rotation, CaII H&K
emission, et.
In setion 2, we present the latetype Vegalike
stars and their age related data. The age determi-
nations are disussed in setion 3, and a onlusion
is provided in setion 4.
2. Data
In Table 1, we list the eight latetype (B−V >
0.65) Vegalike stars along with the data to be
used for age estimations. All spetral types are
taken from SIMBAD and Xray luminosities are
from the Rosat All Sky Survey data (Hünsh et al.
1998, 1999). The frational IR luminosity f (in the
6th olumn of Table 1) is dened as f ≡ LIR/L∗.
IRAS PSC2/FSC uxes were used to alulate the
f values. The values of the logarithm of the ra-
tio between CaII H&K uxes and stellar bolomet-
ri luminosity, logR
′
(HK), are from Henry et al.
(1996) and the soures of the other parameters are
indiated by footnotes to Table 1.
HD 98800 is a quadruple system onsisting of
two spetrosopi binaries (Torres et al. 1995).
Sine the Lx ux inludes the emission from
all four omponents, we divided the published
value by four to take the multipliity into a-
ount. The Li abundane for this system is high,
logN(Li) =3.1, 2.3, and 3 for omponents Aa,
Ba, and Bb, respetively (Soderblom 1998), and
the values for eah omponent were used instead
of the value from the whole system, when possi-
ble. Mv values for eah omponent were taken
from Soderblom (1998), and, aording to Gehrz
(1999), omponent B emits most of the IR exess
emission.
3. Age estimations
3.1. ColorMagnitude Diagram (CMD)
loation
The eight latetype Vegalike stars are plotted
in Figure 1 with theoretial solar abundane PMS
evolutionary traks from D'Antona & Mazzitelli
(1997). We have used a tuned temperature sale
to onvert Teff to (V − I)c (Stauer et al. 1995),
whih loates the 100 Myr isohrone onto the lous
of Pleiades stars. Exept for the HD 98800 sys-
tem, we used Hipparos (V −I)c olors to plot the
CMD. With the exeption of only HD 73752 and
HD 98800, all the Vegalike stars are loated on or
lose to the ZAMS whih makes it diult to get
an age estimation with preision smaller than the
MS lifetime of the latetype stars. A star whose
position in the CMD is above the ZAMS an ei-
ther be in the PMS stage or in the post ZAMS
evolutionary stage. We need additional informa-
tion to determine the atual ages of these stars. As
argued below, HD 73752 is probably in the post
MS evolutionary stage whereas HD 98800 is al-
most ertainly a PMS star. Exept for HD 73752
and HD 98800, we are only able to onlude that
the stars in our sample are older than ∼ 30 Myr
based solely in their loations in the CMD.
3.2. Lithium abundane
Four stars (ǫ Eri, HD 73752, HD 98800, and
HD 221354) have had their Li 6708Å absorption
strengths measured. Those values and the Li data
for the Pleiades, the Hyades, and the M34 lus-
ter members are plotted in Figure 2. It appears
that HD 98800 is younger than the Pleiades lus-
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ter and that HD 73752, ǫ Eri, and HD 221352
are about the same age as the Hyades luster
(600− 800Myr).
3.3. X-ray emission
HD 98800 is again loated above the Pleiades
luster in a plot of Lx versus (B − V ) (Fig. 3).
HD 73752, HD 67199, and HD 69830 have Xray
luminosities muh lower than those of Hyades stars
with similar (B−V ) olors, so we assign older ages
to those stars. ǫ Eri, HD 53143, and HD 128400,
however, show about the same Xray ativity as
Hyades stars so their ages are probably similar.
3.4. CaII H&K
By using the hromospheri ativity  age rela-
tion of Donahue (1993):
log t = 10.725− 1.334R5 + 0.4085R
2
5 − 0.0522R
3
5,
where t is the age in years, and R5 is dened
as R
′
HK × 10
5
, we an obtain another estimate
of the ages of ǫ Eri, HD 53143, HD 67199, and
HD 128400. These ages agree with the age esti-
mations from the previous setions. The age un-
ertainty an be obtained from the measurement
error of logR
′
(HK), ∆ logR
′
(HK) = ±0.052
(∆τ ∼ 200Myr) (Henry et al. 1996). We adopted
these ages as the nal age estimations for the
stars with CaII H&K measurements beause this
method is the only one that provides a quanti-
tative estimate. Age estimation from the CMD
an also be fairly aurate, but only when a star
is in its PMS phase. Note that the alibration
of this age formula is presumably tied to an age
sale where the Pleiades is 75 Myr and α Persei
is 50 Myr old. If the new lithium depletion ages
for these lusters (125 and 85 Myr, respetively 
Stauer et al. et al. [1998, 1999℄) are orret, then
the CaII H&K ages should be inreased by ∼ 50%.
3.5. Kinematis
All eight stars appear in the Hipparos ata-
log but only six stars have radial veloity mea-
surements (from Duot et al. 1995 and referenes
therein). We have used these radial veloities
and parallaxes, along with B1950 oordinates and
proper motions, to alulate (U, V,W ) galati ve-
loity omponents following Johnson & Soderblom
(1987). The kinemati population of the Vegalike
stars is determined by using the population rite-
ria from Leggett (1992) - young disk stars are those
with −20 < U < 50 and −30 < V < 0, while old
disk stars have an eentriity less than 0.5 in the
UV plane, but lie outside the young disk ellipsoid.
Of the six Vegalike stars with (U, V,W ) veloi-
ties, only HD 98800 is loated inside of the young
disk star regime (Fig. 4).
3.6. Other riteria
Sine all Vega-like stars with v sin i measure-
ments in this study are slow rotators, we an
not assign any meaningful ages from this method.
Metalliities of the Vega-like stars with [Fe/H℄
measurements are very lose to the solar value.
Thus, the metalliity data annot onstrain ages
of these stars, either.
3.7. Final estimated ages
All age estimations are summarized in Table 2.
Based on its Xray luminosity, Li abundane,
kinematis, and loation on the CMD, we are on-
dent that HD 98800 is a PMS star, with a prob-
able age of ∼ 7Myr, and almost ertainly lying
between 2 and 12 Myr old whih is in good agree-
ment with Soderblom's 1998 estimate of 10+10
−5
Myr. Based on a similar set of evidene, HD 73752
on the other hand is almost ertainly a post MS
star whose IR exess emission mehanism may be
dierent from that of the younger Vegalike stars.
The six other stars in our study lie lose to the
ZAMS in the CMD and seem to have ages∼ 1Gyr.
For HD 69830 and HD 73752, we assigned maxi-
mum ages of 2 Gyr beause they have about the
same X-ray ativity as HD 67199 whih has an age
determination from CaII H&K. However, the ages
for these stars ould be as small as the age of the
Hyades luster (but not smaller than that). There-
fore, we assign ages in the range of 600−2000Myr
for these two stars. HD 221354 does not have a
good age estimation, but from the fat that it is
on the MS and that it belongs kinematially to
the old disk population stars, we assign an age of
1.0± 0.5 Gyr.
Habing et al. (1999) performed a study very
similar to ours but mainly of earlytype stars.
They found that most Vegadisks disappear very
sharply around an age of 400 Myr. Song et al.
(2000) have also found that earlytype Vegalike
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stars are systematially young (< 400Myr) by us-
ing Strömgren uvbyβ photometry.
3.8. K stars with upper limit in f
As seen from Table 2, there are no Vega-like
stars with ages in the range between a few tens and
a few hundreds of Myr in the spetral type range
in whih we are interested. To have more data in
that age range, we onstruted a list of young K
stars based on their strong Li absorption or strong
X-ray emission (Fisher 1998; Jeries et al. 1995).
We olleted age related data for these stars from
whih we estimated their ages (see Song 2000).
Some of these stars were deteted with IRAS. Up-
per limits to f for these stars were alulated by
assuming that eah system has a dust disk with
temperature of 100 K and that the system was
barely undeteted at 60 µm. These stars are plot-
ted as open downward pointing triangles in Fig-
ure 5, a plot of f versus age for earlytype and
latetype Vegalike stars with good age estimates.
Two stars in the list of young K stars, Gl 150 and
HD 68586, lie above the ZAMS in a CMD, but,
based on the other data available for these stars,
we nd that they must be post MS stars; as a
result, they are not plotted in Figure 5.
We nd Figure 5 both illuminating and puz-
zling. For the earlytype stars, the orrelation of
age and IR exess plus the generally young ages
for these prototypial objets suggest that many
A stars form with disks and the disk exesses de-
rease with age due to some evolutionary proess
(Barrado y Navasués et al. 1999). For the late
type Vegalike stars, the muh older derived ages
at least suggests that the timesale for disk evolu-
tion is longer.
4. Conlusion
We have estimated ages of eight late-type Vega-
like stars by using standard age dating methods
for a late-type star. Exept for the PMS star
HD 98800, all Vega-like stars in this study are the
same age as the Hyades luster or older.
Beause we have only one latetype Vegalike
star with an age less than ∼ 500 Myr, we an-
not draw any strong onlusions about the evolu-
tionary timesale for disk evolution for K dwarfs.
It would be very useful to obtain midIR data
(with the very sensitive SIRTF, for example) for
the stars in the list of young K stars. It would
also be useful to obtain more omplete age india-
tor data for this sample in order to make the age
estimation more preise.
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Table 1: Late-type Vega-like stars and their age related data.
HD # Other Name Sp. Type Mv (B − V ) f(LIR/L∗) × 10
3 logLx(ergs/s) logR
′
(HK) logN(Li)
22049 ǫ Eri K2V 6.18 ± 0.11 0.88 0.08 28.32 -4.47 0.25a
53143 GL 260 K1V 5.49 ± 0.14 0.81 0.18 28.69 -4.52 
67199  K1V 5.99 ± 0.06 1.0 0.24 27.87 -4.72 
69830 GL 302 K0V 5.45 ± 0.05 0.76 0.61 27.48  
73752 HR 3430 G3/5V 3.55 ± 0.11 0.73 0.03 27.98  1.3b
98800Aa GL 2084 K5V 6.06 1.17  30.17  3.1c
Ba  K7V 6.79 1.37 230 30.17  2.3c
Bb  M1V 8.5 : 1.41  30.17  3:c
128400  G5V 5.19 ± 0.07 0.67 3.2 28.59 -4.56 
221354 GL 895.4 K2V 5.63 ± 0.15 0.84 1.0   0.158d
a
Mallik (1998)
b
Lèbre et al. (1999)
c
Soderblom et al. (1993) and see setion 2
d
Fisher (1998)
Table 2: Age estimations for the latetype Vegalike stars.
Name age dating methods Final age
Lx CaII H&K Li kinematis CMD (Myr)
ǫ Eri ∼ H 730 ∼ H OD MS 730± 200
HD 53143 ∼ H 965  OD MS 965± 200
HD 67199 > H 2000   >MS 2000± 200
HD 69830 > H   OD MS 600− 2000
HD 73752 > H  ∼ H OD >MS 600− 2000
HD 98800 < P  < P YD 7± 5 7± 5
HD 128400 ∼ H 1100   MS 1100± 600
HD 221354    H OD MS 1500± 1000
P=Pleiades, H=Hyades, OD=old disk population, YD=young disk population
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